
(MAGNETIC) DOPPLER IMAGING   
AND SPECTROSCOPIC DRUGS (LSD)

The potential of spectroscopy in the diagnostics of stellar surface structures 



Cool, active starsCool, active stars
variety of cool stars, hosting external convection envelopes –

e.g. solar-type, T Tauri, RS CVn, FK Com, W UMA, 
show magnetic activity similar to that of the sun -> 

stellar rotation + convective motion -> stellar dynamos -> strong 
(local) magnetic fields in stellar interior  -> starspots in the 
photosphere, chromospheric plages, UV, X-ray and radio emission, 
flares , coronal loops, ….  AB DorAB Dor



Cool, active starsCool, active stars

stellar rotation + convective motion -> strong (local) magnetic fields 
in stellar interiors  -> starspots in the photosphere, chromospheric 
plages, UV, X-ray and radio emission, flares , coronal loops, …. 

FK Com G5 III-IV



global magnetic fields
atomic diffusion and mass loss  
chemical anomalies, abundance stratification and surface spots

CP starsCP stars

Teff = 6500K to 13000K
10-20% of the stars on or close to the mid-main sequence exhibit                 

stunning anomalies in their spectra and in their light curves

2 CVn



CP stars: the oblique rotator CP stars: the oblique rotator 

rotational axis OP 
inclination angle i
observers line of sight: z-axis
axis of quasi-dipolar magnetic field OM 
inclined by angle to OP 



globally organized or locally strong magnetic fields
atomic diffusion and mass loss 
interaction of stellar rotation  and convective motion -> dynamo
chemical anomalies, abundance stratification and surface spots
chromospheric plages, UV, X-ray and radio emission, flares, coronal loops

Cool and HotCool and Hot

atmospheres of cool, active and of magnetic (chemically 
peculiar) stars host a complex  interplay of astrophysically 

crucial phenomena:

globally organized or locally strong magnetic fields
atomic diffusion and mass loss 
interaction of stellar rotation  and convective motion -> dynamo
chemical anomalies, abundance stratification and surface spots
chromospheric plages, UV, X-ray and radio emission, flares, coronal loops



Spectroscopic signaturesSpectroscopic signatures



rotationally 
modulated spectral 
line profiles are 
inverted into a two 
dimensional 
temperature or  
abundance 
distribution 
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rotationally 
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dimensional 
temperature or  
abundance 
distribution 



a) low latitude spot

low latitude spots

high latitude spots
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a) low latitude spot

b) high latitude spot

low latitude spots

high latitude spots
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1. Calculation of local synthetic Stokes 
profiles for 695 surface elements

MRT solved for each visible surface 
element on each iteration  

INVERS10 INVERS10 
(N. (N. PiskunovPiskunov & O. & O. KochukhovKochukhov, 2002), 2002)
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1. Calculation of local synthetic Stokes 
profiles for 695 surface elements

MRT solved for each visible surface 
element on each iteration  

need need fast and efficient RT fast and efficient RT –– solvers: solvers: 
quadratic DELO in INVERS10 quadratic DELO in INVERS10 (Rees et al., 1989) (Rees et al., 1989) 



Equation of Equation of radiativeradiative transfer transfer (RT) represented by a system of four (RT) represented by a system of four 
ordinary differential equations for Stokes vector: ordinary differential equations for Stokes vector: 

absorption matrix: absorption matrix: 

emission vector: emission vector: 

LTE LTE --> S> Scc = B= B (T) (T) 
emission vector: emission vector: 
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LTE LTE --> S> Scc = B= B (T) (T) 
emission vector: emission vector: 

absorption matrix: absorption matrix: 

elements of the elements of the 
absorption matrix: absorption matrix: 



absorption profiles absorption profiles 
for the for the and and ±±
componentscomponents: : 

corresponding corresponding 
anomalous anomalous 
dispersion dispersion 
profiles: profiles: 
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corresponding corresponding 
anomalous anomalous 
dispersion dispersion 
profiles: profiles: 

Profiles for absorption Profiles for absorption 
and anomalous and anomalous 
dispersion described by dispersion described by 
VoigtVoigt-- and Faradayand Faraday--Voigt Voigt 
functions: functions: 

a, v: Voigt parameters a, v: Voigt parameters 
represent represent LorentzianLorentzian line line 
width and the offset from width and the offset from 
the line center:  the line center:  



For solving the RT equation for a given surface element, we have to: For solving the RT equation for a given surface element, we have to: 

!

!
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!

-> Efficient RT solver needed



1. Radiative transfer solvers
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• Runge - Kutta: Stokes parameters are integrated from 
the inner to the outer layers; very precise, but slow  

• Feautrier: radiation ‘inwards’ and outwards treated 
seperately; stable and good convergence; 30 times 
faster than RK

• DELO linear: ‘one-way’ magnetic RT-Integrator (Rees 
et al., 1989); very fast, but not accurate enough

• DELO quadratic: more accurate 
• used: combination of Feautrier and quadratic DELO
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1. Radiative transfer solvers
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Doppler shift due to stellar rotationDoppler shift due to stellar rotation
the projected area of a zonethe projected area of a zone
the limb angle the limb angle 

2. Disk integration of the Stokes profiles, 
contribution of each element depending on: 

stellar and observer's 

coordinate system 
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P: stellar pole η: longitude

CP: rotational axis ϕ: phase angle 

B: magnetic vector  Θ: azimuth angle                                                              



3. Regularization: 

DI and MDI (in cases without DI and MDI (in cases without linearslinears Stokes parameters) ill posed Stokes parameters) ill posed 
problem problem --> need ‘penalty > need ‘penalty funtionfuntion’: ’: 

B, Z: magnetic distributions and surface abundanceB, Z: magnetic distributions and surface abundance
RR1 1 TikhonovTikhonov regularization functionalregularization functional
RR22 TikhonovTikhonov functional for the magnetic field functional for the magnetic field 

In case of Stokes I and V mapping: +In case of Stokes I and V mapping: + 3 3 RR33(B) (B) 

= 2(Z,B) + 1R1(Z) + 2r2(B) 
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B, Z: magnetic distributions and surface abundanceB, Z: magnetic distributions and surface abundance
RR1 1 TikhonovTikhonov regularization functionalregularization functional
RR22 TikhonovTikhonov functional for the magnetic field functional for the magnetic field 

In case of Stokes I and V mapping: +In case of Stokes I and V mapping: + 3 3 RR33(B) (B) 

4. Minimization: 

MarquardtMarquardt--LevenbergLevenberg method method ((BevingtonBevington & Robinson (1992)& Robinson (1992)
gradient search + gradient search + linearizinglinearizing the fitting function (rapid the fitting function (rapid 
convergence close to the minimum) convergence close to the minimum) 





Polarized radiation
polarization describes components of an electromagnetic wave that oscillate 
perpendicular to the direction of travel – i.e. the behaviour of the electric field 
vector

The shape that the electric field vector (blue, evolving
with time along z) traces out in a fixed plane (Lissajous
figure) describes the polarization state of a plane wave –

z

If we divide the electric field vector into two
perpendicular components, x and y – for a simple harmonic
wave, both components exhibit exactly the same frequency
and the amplitude of the electric vector varies sinusoidally

a) linearly polarized component of the magnetic field vector

If we divide the electric field vector into two
perpendicular components, x and y – for a simple harmonic
wave, both components exhibit exactly the same frequency
and the amplitude of the electric vector varies sinusoidally

In case of linear polarization, x and y are in phase,
while the amplitudes differ; the direction of the electric 
vector is constant – direction of the line depends on the 
relative amplitudes of x and y



zz

if x and y exhibit the same
amplitude,but propagate out of
phase by +/- 90°, the electric
vector traces a circle into the plane

circular polarization

Polarized radiation

if x and y exhibit the same
amplitude,but propagate out of
phase by +/- 90°, the electric
vector traces a circle into the plane

circular polarization

a) linearly

polarized component of the magnetic field vector

b) cicularly



z

Polarized radiation

polarized component of the magnetic field vector
b) cicularly



z

in cases, where x and y
exhibit different amplitude
and propagate out of phase
( 90°), the electric
vector traces an ellipse
into the plane and we
speak of elliptical
polarization

Polarized radiation

in cases, where x and y
exhibit different amplitude
and propagate out of phase
( 90°), the electric
vector traces an ellipse
into the plane and we
speak of elliptical
polarization

a) linearly

polarized components of the magnetic field vector

b) cicularly c) elliptically



The Stokes Parameter concept
Polarized radiation can be described in many different ways – a mathematically

very convenient description was introduced by G.G. Stokes (1852), in terms
of the STOKES PARAMETERS I, Q, U and V, which can be easily assessed
by observations:

S .... signal obtained
without any filter,

S0, S45, S90, and S135
signal obtained with
transmission axis of a
linear polarizer set to
the respective angles

If we use realtive quantitites and I, Q, U and V are normalised to the intensity, 
k can be left undefined

I2 2 + U2 + V2 (equality only for total polarization)

S0, S45, S90, and S135
signal obtained with
transmission axis of a
linear polarizer set to
the respective angles

S+ and S- refer to a filter
set allowing to obtain
pos. and neg. circular
polarization



The Stokes Parameter concept

or in spherical coordinates:

whereby I represents the total intensity,
Ip the polarisied component of the intensity, 

the tilt of the polarization ellipse, and 
tan the ratio of the principal axes of the 
polarization ellipse



The Stokes Parameter concept
measuring stellar magnetic fields:
I   total Intensity, field strength

Q  horizontal/vertical linear polarization, transverse field

U  linear polarization at ±45º, transverse field

V  left-/right-handed circularly polarized light line of sight field

Bd = 10 kG 



Rotational Modulation of Stokes Profiles

Bd = 10 kG, b=45o ; i = 90o, v sini = 10 kms-1

The oblique rotator The oblique rotator 



Time series of Stokes spectraTime series of Stokes spectra



SpectroplarimetersSpectroplarimeters

SemelPol (AAT)
SOFIN (NOT) in polarimetric mode
ESPaDOnS (CFHT)
NARVAL (TBL)
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The ESPaDOnS Polarimeter
The Cassegrain unit

atmospheric dispersion corrector

calibration wheel

first half-wave rhombfirst half-wave rhomb

quarter-wave rhomb

second half-wave rhomb

wollaston prism



The ESPaDOnS Polarimeter



SpectroplarimeterSpectroplarimeter



Profiles

Nd III 4796

Nd III 4821

Nd III 4911

Nd III 4912

Nd III 4927

FeI 5005

FeI 5006

FeI 5242

FeI 5263

FeI 5367

FeI 5383

FeI 5397  

Stokes I                            Stokes VStokes I                            Stokes V

FeI 5005

FeI 5006

FeI 5242

FeI 5263

FeI 5367

FeI 5383

FeI 5397  



HD 24712

ExamplesExamples





53 Cam



2CVn



And

no magnetic field detected so far!no magnetic field detected so far!



II Peg

Doppler images of the RS CVn star II Peg in the pole-on projection illustrating 
a flip-flop (between the end of 1997 and mid of 1998, Berdyugina et al. 1999a)



LSDLSD

Least Squares Deconvolution

cross-correlation technique for computing average profiles from 
thousands of spectral simultaneously

assumptions: additive line profiles, wavelength independent limb-
darkening, self-similar local profile shape, weak magnetic fields

particularly well suited for measuring line profile Zeeman 
signatures in  rapidly rotating cool active stars: circularly and linearly 
polarised (Stokes V, Q, U) signatures of line profiles very small (typical 
amplitude of about 0.1% peak-to-peak, all assumptions inherent to LSD 
are verified at noise level accuracy)

and detecting magnetic fields in early type stars 
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Assume observed spectrum -> mean profile convolved with depth 

weighted line pattern:

S/N improves from ~100 to ~2500 per 3 km s–1 pixel with ~2500 lines. 

LSDLSD

∗

Assume observed spectrum -> mean profile convolved with depth 

weighted line pattern:

S/N improves from ~100 to ~2500 per 3 km s–1 pixel with ~2500 lines. 

Mean 
profile, z=



LSDLSD

RS CVn system HR 1099 (K1 subgiant and G5 dwarf). LSD Stokes V profile (upper
curve, full line) clearly indicates a Zeeman signature, in conjunction with the broad
LSD unpolarised spectral line of the K1 subgiant (lower curve). This signature could
not have been detected when averaging together no more than a few unblended
spectral lines (upper curve, dotted line)



HUNTING  LSD (PROFILES)HUNTING  LSD (PROFILES)
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